Sensor network-based application has gained increasing attention where data streams gathered from distributed sensors need to be processed and analyzed with timely responses. Distributed complex event processing is an effective technology to handle these data streams by matching of incoming events to persistent pattern queries. Therefore, a well-managed parallel processing scheme is required to improve both system performance and the quality-of-service guarantees of the system. However, the specific properties of pattern operators increase the difficulties of implementing parallel processing. To address this issue, a new parallelization model and three parallel processing strategies are proposed for distributed complex event processing systems. The effects of temporal constraints, for example, sliding windows, are included in the new parallelization model to enable the processing load for the overlap between windows of a batch induced by each input event to be shared by the downstream machines to avoid events that may result in wrong decisions. The proposed parallel strategies can keep the complex event processing system working stably and continuously during the elapsed time. Finally, the application of our work is demonstrated using experiments on the StreamBase system regardless of the increased input rate of the stream or the increased time window size of the operator.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) composed of geographically distributed autonomous sensor nodes are cooperatively monitoring the physical environment. WSNs have been gaining importance in a variety of applications including health-care monitoring, fire detection, environmental monitoring, habitat monitoring, financial services, military surveillance, vehicle tracking systems, and earthquake observation. Distributed sensors in these applications often generate massive data in the form of streams, where processing, analyzing, managing, and detecting patterns from the data streams are unavoidably complex. 1 Therefore, how to extract valuable information from the data streams with timely responses plays a very important role. There are two main technologies to process and analyze the data streams. One technology is about data stream processing (DSP). [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Another technology is about complex event processing (CEP). [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] CEP is a method of processing and analyzing the data streams of information by making use of patterns over sequential primitive events for detecting and reporting composite events. 16 Because of advantages such as an expressive rule language and an efficient event detection model, CEP systems have been applied extensively in both academic circles and industry in recent times. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] In CEP systems, event streams are processed in or near real time for a variety of applications ranging from wireless sensor networks to financial tickers. [24] [25] [26] [27] In those fields of application, continuous and highly available event stream processing with high throughput is critical to deal with real-world events.
Subsequently, in DSP systems, many types of parallel strategies have been developed to handle massive amounts of distributed data streams. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Because of the differences between DSP and CEP systems, 16, 26 most of these strategies, which focus exclusively on aggregate queries or binary equi-joins in DSP systems, cannot be simply and directly used in CEP systems, which focus on multi-relational non-equi-joins in the time dimension, possibly with temporal ordering constraints, such as sequences (SEQ) and conjunctions (AND). For example, Figure 1 illustrates a concept hierarchy of medical diagnosis and treatment work and eight pattern queries for monitoring patients' conditions within 24 h. In this example, let us assume that the patients and equipment are radio-frequency identification (RFID)-tagged, and the information is gathered and collected using the tags. When the information from the RFID-tags are received by the RFID-readers, the system will make decision in terms of matching the data streams according to the pre-determined patterns. The structure of the query language and the definitions of the operations in the queries are explained in section ''Preliminaries.'' Some of the detailed descriptions, including the time constraints of the queries, are omitted from Figure 1 for simplicity. Such complex pattern queries involve nests of sequences (SEQ) and conjunctions (AND), which can have negative event type(s), and combinations of them. 11, 13, 15, 39 The volume and input rates of the data, however, would become large, similar to event stream processing, especially for big data applications. 40, 41 Increasing the size of the time window of an operator or the input rate of a stream may cause bottlenecks, which gives rise to query results of poor quality, losing the quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees of the system.
To address these issues, we propose a new parallelization model and three parallel processing strategies that can be used to keep the CEP system running stably and continuously. Specifically, the CEP system based on the proposed parallelization model splits the input stream into parallel sub-streams to execute a continuous pattern query over event streams using a scalable model. The three parallel processing strategies keep the CEP system working stably and continuously during the elapsed time under the increased time window size of the operator and input rate of the stream. Our work is validated through experiments on the StreamBase 21 system.
The contributions of this study are as follows:
We propose a novel parallelization model that includes imposed temporal constraints, for example, sliding windows, to enable sharing of the processing load for the overlap between windows of a batch induced by each input event by the downstream machines.
Applying the proposed parallelization model, we design three parallel processing strategies for the CEP system, that is, RR, JSQ, and LLSF, which keep the CEP system running stably and continuously. Using the StreamBase system, 21 we perform empirical studies to validate our work, with increased input rates and larger time windows.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: The related work is discussed in section ''Related work.'' The background for this study is briefly introduced in section ''Preliminaries.'' A new parallelization model 
Related work
CEP plays a very important role in detecting and integrating events by pattern matching in situation-aware applications from financial trading to health care. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Most of the conventional CEP systems are centralized, running on a single machine. With the need for high performance, distributed CEP systems are developed by distributing the detection logic over a network of operators, where individual operators can be a bottleneck, requiring operator parallelization. 42 As far as we know, only a few recent works focus on parallelization of pattern-matching processing in which pattern matching is processed as a stateful operator in a generalpurpose streaming system. Hirzel 30 exploits the partitioning constructs provided by the queries, such as PARTITION BY. However, this approach is sufficient only when queries contain such constructs. Wu et al. 31 proposed a parallelization framework for stateful stream processing operators that split events using a round-robin methodology to replicate different versions of an operator with a shared state. Despite being an effective parallelization framework, their framework is not feasible for pattern matching. Schneider et al. 36 implemented intra-operator parallelism through datapartitioning; they introduced a compiler and a run time system that can automatically extract data parallelism from streaming applications. Brenna et al. 38 proposed a novel approach to non-deterministic finite automata (NFA)-based distributed event processing where the NFA is decomposed into separate states running on different machines. In contrast to other related works, they also focus on running multiple queries in parallel. Balkesen et al. 43 proposed a run-based intra-query parallelism (RIP) technique for scalable pattern matching in event streams. RIP distributes input events that belong to individual run instances of a pattern's finite state machine (FSM) to different processing units.
In this study, the focus is the parallelization of a pattern operator previously described in the literature. [10] [11] [12] 15 This approach is both orthogonal and complementary to the previous approaches. Our approach can be used even to parallelize a pattern operator with CEP queries that contain no ''PARTITION BY'' clauses. In addition, our parallelization approach includes imposed temporal constraints, for example, sliding windows, where the overlap between the windows of each batch influences the processing load induced by the following events. By implementing our approach, events generated by matching the coming input events from different streams are produced on different machines, where one input stream is replicated and sent to the downstream machine and the other input stream is split and sent to the downstream machine. Therefore, the processing load is shared by the downstream machines, while it can avoid omitting the detection of some events that may result in incorrect decisions.
Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly introduce the basic event model, nested pattern query language, and pattern operators based on related studies. [10] [11] [12] 15, 39 
Event model
An event, which represents an instance and an atomic, is an occurrence of interest at a point in time. Basically, events can be classified into primitive events and composite events. A primitive event instance is a pre-defined single occurrence of interest that cannot be split further into smaller events. A composite event instance occurs over an interval and is composed of primitive events. Definition 1. A primitive event e i is typically modeled multi-dimensionally and is denoted as e i = e(e i :t, e i :st = e i :et ð Þ , \a 1 , . . . , a m .), where, for simplicity, we use the subscript i attached to a primitive e to denote the timestamp i, e i Á t is the event type that describes the essential features of e i , e i Á st is the start timestamp of e i , e i Á et is the end timestamp of e i , \a 1 , . . . , a m ., and other attributes of e i and the number of attributes in e(Á) are the dimensions of interest.
Definition 2. Based on Definition 1, a composite event is denoted as e = e(e Á t), ((e Á st = min
Nested pattern query language
The following nested complex event query language is used to specify nested pattern queries: PATTERN (Event Expression: composite event expressed by the nesting of SEQ and AND, which can have negative event type(s), and their combination operators); WHERE (Qualification: value constraint); WITHIN (Window: time constraint).
The composite event expression in the PATTERN clause specifies the nested pattern queries, which support nests of SEQ and AND that can have negative event type(s), and their combination operators, as explained above. Sub-expressions denote inner parts of a pattern query expression. The value constraint in the WHERE clause defines the context for the composite events by imposing predicates on event attributes. The time constraint in the WITHIN clause describes the time window during the time difference between the first and the last event instances, which is matched by a pattern query that falls within the window.
Pattern operators
We define the operators that appear in the PATTERN clause of a query. More details can be found in the literature. 39 In the following, E i denotes an event type.
Definition 3. An SEQ operator 10,15 specifies a particular order, according to the start-time stamp, in which the event must occur to match the pattern and thus form a composite event
An AND operator 15 takes the event types as input, and events occur within a specified time window without a specified time order
The proposed methods
In this section, a new parallelization model and three parallel processing strategies are proposed for distributed CEP systems. The proposed strategies comprise a scalable execution of a continuous pattern query of event streams by splitting the input stream into parallel sub-streams.
Parallelization model
We propose a new parallelization model for pattern operators. An example scenario of an application with a pattern operator using our proposed framework for parallelizing the pattern operator is shown in Figure 2 . In this example, we assume that two input streams are sent to the CEP system. Because of the specific property of a pattern operator, as described in section ''Preliminaries,'' we cannot split both of the inputs I E i and I E j at the same time. Doing so may miss some events, resulting in an incorrect decision. Once an event of I E j arrives, the compute function of the pattern operator is initiated. Then, the pattern operator creates a new window for every input tuple of I E j . The input stream I E j is split into parallel sub-streams with input rate l E j = P m k = 1 l E j , k , while the replicate of input I E i is sent to the back-end operators with input rate l E i . The split À (process*) À merge assembly facilitates the parallelization of pattern operators.
Split-(process*)-merge. The split À (process*) À merge assembly shown in Figure 2(b) replaces the pattern operator in the application data flow shown in Figure  2 (a). In the parallelized version of the application data flow, l E j is split to the back-end process operators, and the output of the pattern operator in Figure 2(a) is replaced by the output coming from the merge operator, as shown in Figure 2(b) .
Split. The split operator splits an input stream into parallel sub-streams. The split operator outputs the incoming events to a number of backend pattern operators by an event splitting policy that will be explained in section ''Parallel processing strategies.'' Process. The process operator performs the events from the output of the front-end operators. Multiple process operators with the same function execute in parallel. Merge. The merge operator consumes the output events from the process operators to generate the final output events. The merge operator by default simply forwards the output events to the output port.
Intra-operator parallelization. The analysis in section ''Split-(process*)-merge'' showed that this method efficiently works with two input streams. If the process operator in Figure 2 (a) has multiple input streams, rather than just I E i and I E j , an intra-operator parallelization is implemented in advance. Using this approach, each process operator with more than two input streams (as shown in Figure 3 ) will be separated into multiple split À (process*) À merge assemblies, as shown in Figure 4 .
Parallel processing strategies
Round-Robin. Round À Robin (RR) means that an incoming event is sent to a downstream server with equal probability. This policy equalizes the expected number of events at each server.
Algorithm 1 is the implementation of the RR strategy, where count is used to count the number of arrived events, sequenceid represents the eth event, k denotes the server label, S is the total number of servers, and x denotes the expected number of events that can be predefined by the users. As shown in Algorithm 1, after receiving an event e, the algorithm determines whether the number of expected events will arrive at the system (Lines 1-3) . If so, the next number of expected events will be sent to the updated downstream server k (Lines 4-10). Otherwise, it will continuously send arrived events to the current server k and count the arrived events (Lines 12-13).
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we use an example of the flow chart of RR parallel processing (as shown in Figure 5 ) in terms of two inputs I E i and I E j with input rates l E i and l E j , respectively, based on the parallelization model in Figure 2(b) .
The ''count = sequenceid + 1'' is used to count the number of arrived events of I E j , and int(count=x)%2 is used to split and equalize the expected x number of events at downstream server 2 and server 3 , while I E i is replicated and sent to downstream server 2 and server 3 . Note that server 2 and server 3 have the same process functionality. Subsequently, the output is generated by merging the results from the upstream servers. Join-the-Shortest-Queue. Join À the À Shortest À Queue (JSQ) means that the expected number of events are assigned to the downstream server with the shortest queue length for further processing.
Algorithm 2 implements the JSQ strategy, where count is used to count the arrived events, k denotes the label of the server, S represents the total number of servers, sequenceid represents the eth event, queueVal k denotes the queue length of the downstream server k, newPref is the preferred server to be used for processing the next expected batch of events, and x denotes the expected number of events that can be pre-defined by the users. Algorithm 2 consists of two functions, ProcessEvents and UpdateServer, where ProcessEvents is responsible for processing the arrived events and UpdateServer is responsible for selecting the downstream server with the shortest queue length. In the ProcessEvents function, after receiving an event e, the algorithm judges whether the number of expected events have arrived (Lines 1-3 ). If they have, it will call the UpdateServer function to obtain the preferred server k (Lines 4-5) . Then, the next number of expected events will be sent to the preferred downstream server k (Line 6). Otherwise, the algorithm will continuously send arrived events to the current server k and add to the count of arrived events (Lines 8-9 ). In the UpdateServer function, for S number of servers, the algorithm obtains the queue length of all downstream servers, storing each value of queueVal k (1 k S; Lines 1-3). Next, it compares the queue length of all downstream servers by the value of queueVal k and obtains the minimum value of queueVal k (Line 4). The value of newPref is then updated to the server with the minimum value of queueVal k (Line 5).
For simplicity and without loss of generality, the flow chart for JSQ parallel processing shown in Figure  6 in terms of two inputs I E i and I E j with input rates l E i and l E j , respectively, based on the parallelization model in Figure 2 (b) is used as an example. The variable ''count = sequenceid + 1'' is used to count the eth event of I E j . Unlike the RR strategy, the queue lengths of downstream server 2 and server 3 are monitored in real time by MonitorAdapter 1 and MonitorAdapter 2 , respectively. The queue lengths of downstream server 2 and server 3 , queueVal 1 , and queueVal 2 , are stored, and the label of the server with the shortest queue length (app = 1 or 2) is obtained and assigned to newPref . The ''count%x = = 0'' process is used to update newPref for the next expected x number of events, and the value of newPref is assigned to app to enable the selection of the preferred downstream server to process the expected x number of events. Meanwhile, I E i is replicated and sent to downstream server 2 and server 3 , who have the same process functionality. After that, the output is generated by merging the upstream servers' results.
Least-Loaded-Server-First. The Least À Loaded À ServerÀ First (LLSF) strategy dynamically assigns the expected number of events to the downstream server with the smallest load. The least-loaded server is the server with the least-used memory.
The LLSF strategy is illustrated in Algorithm 3, in which count is used to count the arrived events, k denotes the label of the server, S is the total number of servers, sequenceid is the eth event, usedMemory k is the used memory of the downstream server k, newPref represents the preferred server to be used for processing the next expected number of events, and x is the expected number of events, which can be pre-defined by the users. As shown in Algorithm 3, the LLSF strategy consists of two functions, ProcessEvents and UpdateServer, where ProcessEvents processes the arrived events and UpdateServer selects the downstream server with the least used memory. Specifically, in the ProcessEvents function, after receiving an event e, the algorithm judges whether the number of expected events have arrived at the system (Lines 1-3 ). If they have, it will call the UpdateServer function to obtain the preferred server k (Lines 4-5) . The next number of expected events will then be sent to the preferred downstream server k (Line 6). Otherwise, arrived events will continuously be sent to the current server k, counting the arrived events (Lines 8-9 ). The UpdateServer function obtains the used memory for all the downstream servers and stores each value of usedMemory k (1 k S; Lines 1-3). The used memory of all downstream servers is compared using usedMemory k , and the minimum value of usedMemory k (Line 4) indicates the Algorithm 1. An algorithm for realizing the RR strategy.
Require:
Initializing count = 0, sequenceid = 0, k = 1; Setting the expected number of events, x = N; Obtaining the number of all servers, S; Ensure:
1
sending the events to downstream server k; 13:
sequenceid++ ; 14:
end if 15: end for next available server. Therefore, the value of newPref will be updated to indicate the server with the minimum usedMemory k (Line 5).
For simplicity and without loss of generality, the flow chart of LLSF parallel processing (as shown in Figure 7 ) in terms of two inputs I E i and I E j with input rates l E i and l E j , respectively, based on the parallelization model in Figure 2 (b) is used as an example. The eth event of I E j is counted by updating ''count = sequenceid + 1.'' Unlike the JSQ strategy, the used memory values of downstream server 2 and server 3 are monitored in real time by MonitorAdapter 1 and MonitorAdapter 2 , respectively. The values for the used memory of downstream server 2 and server 3 , that is, usedMemoryVal 1 and usedMemoryVal 2 , are stored, while the server label with the least used memory (app = 1 or 2) is obtained and assigned to the newPref variable. The variable newPref is updated using ''count%x = = 0'' for the next expected x number of events, and the value of newPref is assigned to app to enable the preferred downstream server to be selected for processing the expected x number of events. Meanwhile, I E i is replicated and sent to downstream server 2 and server 3 , who have the same process functionality. The output is generated by merging the upstream servers' results.
Experimental results

Experimental setup
Based on the parallelization model in Figure 2 , we implemented experiments on the StreamBase 21 system for the following query:
To validate our proposal, we compared the three proposed strategies, RR, JSQ, and LLSF, with the base method. In the base method, the operator relies on NFA to represent the structure of an event sequence. 12 It means that the base method expresses a pattern as a non-deterministic finite automaton and manages and matches the events by making use of stacks. The strategies RR, JSQ, and LLSF are mutually independent. The relative performances of RR, JSQ, and LLSF are determined in varying experimental environments. The experiments are run on machines with AMD Opteron(tm) 6376 processors and 4.00 GB of main memory. The streams used in the experiments are synthetically generated where for each stream we set three attributes, namely, the event type, timestamp, and event id. To implement the base method, we utilized three machines, including one machine to create the input data, one to process the input data, and the third to receive data and output throughput. In the parallel experiments, for simplicity and without loss of generality, we implemented four machines for the RR, JSQ, and LLSF strategies, including one machine to create input data, two machines to process the input data in parallel, and the forth machine to receive data and Require:
Initialize count = 0, sequenceid = 0, usedMemory k = 0, k = 1; Set the expected number of events, output throughput. We define the throughput as the number of events per second.
Comparison of the methods under an increased input rate environment
When the time window size is 1 s and the input rate is 400 tuples/s, the data in Figure 8(a) show that the RR, JSQ, and LLSF strategies result in higher throughput than the base method. The data in Figure 8(b) show that LLSF results in the highest throughput because it assigns events to the downstream server with the least load for further processing. Furthermore, as we increase the input rate, the LLSF strategy runs stably and continuously; however, the increased input rate caused bottlenecks when the base method was implemented, as shown by the green stars in Figure 9 .
Comparison of the methods under an increased time window size environment
The data in Figure 10 (a) and (b) show that the LLSF strategy outperformed the JSQ strategy, the RR strategy and the base method, even with experimental settings of 16 s for the time window size and 100 tuples/s for the input rate. In addition, with increased time window size, the LLSF strategy ran stably and continuously; however, the increased time window size resulted in bottlenecks in the base method, shown as blue circles in Figure 11 .
However, no matter when the input rate of the streams increased to 400 tuples/s or the time window size of the operators increased to 16 s, the throughput of the JSQ and LLSF strategies was more higher than the throughput of the RR strategy as shown in Figures  8 and 10 . This is because the JSQ and LLSF strategies could realize the load balance better comparing with the RR strategy.
Conclusion and future work
In the beginning of this article, we identified the general problems of parallel processing with respect to pattern operators. We proposed a new parallelization model for a pattern operator and three parallel processing strategies, RR, JSQ, and LLSF, for distributed CEP systems. Three parallel processing strategies were chosen to achieve stable and continuous event stream processing. The model was validated through experiments on the StreamBase system.
For future work, we propose the design of an adapting mechanism by fully leveraging the proposed parallel processing strategies to realize distributed CEP, deciding the parallelization degree and adopting real streaming data in the experiments. Furthermore, as discussed by Flouris et al., 44 distributed monitoring over probabilistic event streams is also an open and interesting issue that should be explored further. Conventional CEP systems inevitably involve various types of intrinsic uncertainties, such as imprecision, fuzziness, and incompleteness, caused by the sensor environment. Math tools such as D-numbers and evidence theory are widely used to handle the uncertainties and the data fusion in these systems. [45] [46] [47] [48] In these cases, a fuzzy approach is recommended over distributed CEP systems in future research. In the future, we also intend to include the hardware implementation and energy requirements for distributed CEP systems.
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